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Geography and interindividual differences as key explanatory variables of
outstanding entrepreneurial success
Dragos Simandan

1. Overview
The thesis of this chapter is that geography and interindividual differences in cognitive
prowess and industriousness are
major explanatory variables of outstanding
entrepreneurial success. My reading of the literatures on entrepreneurship and on
extraordinary achievement has been shaped by two factors. One of them was the conflict
between various schools of thought on the question of the genetic components of human
extraordinariness. The second was my concern with detecting a geographical order of
things within literatures that pay only inadvertent attention to geographical matters (cf.
Vinogradov & Kolvereid, 2010; Zhang & Meaney, 2010; Huston & Bentley, 2010). I
have played around with the pieces of the puzzle, until, eventually, a sense of geography
emerged. The key strategy has been to read these non-geographical literatures with
geographical glasses, i.e. with sensitivity to the implicit or explicit use of geographical
metaphors in the explanation of peak entrepreneurial achievement.
And so, this paper is in four parts, each centered on a paradigmatic geographical
category. At the onset, I explain why winning unfair distance from the pack at the genetic
lottery means much more than simply having been blessed with a high IQ. In the next
section, I extend my geographical intervention by making the case that remarkable
entrepreneurial achievement emerges as one finds one’s place in the world through
meaning-making. Building on this observation, I then show how the genetically-wired
joy of mastering one’s environment can be cultivated to lead to consistently excellent
performance in one’s ventures. I end up my geographical account of extraordinariness, by
exploring the promise of the metaphor of cognitive territory for both understanding and
stimulating the creation of value. In the conclusion, the four foci on distance, place,
environment, and territory will be brought together to propose that a geographical
account of excellence might add to the literature on entrepreneurship a style of thinking
likely to illuminate important dimensions of this still insufficiently understood
phenomenon.
2. Emergence and epigenesis of cognitive skills
Intelligence has a normal distribution in the human population, with most people in the
middle (50% of Caucasians have IQs between 90 and 110, and 90% between 75 and
125), and fewer people at the two tails of the normal probability distribution function (5%
below IQ 75 and 5% above IQ 125). As I discussed the general significance of the
geography of human intelligence elsewhere (Simandan, 2009), this paper is strictly
concerned with zooming in on the far right end of the normal distribution. This “far right
end” includes only those approximately 2% individuals with two or more standard
deviations above average intelligence (i.e. IQ above 130). This cut-off point is not
arbitrary, but emerged from recent research (Simonton, 2003, 2005, 2007) that makes it

plausible that very high intelligence is a necessary but not sufficient condition for
extraordinary human accomplishment, at least as far as entrepreneurship is concerned.
Simonton (2005) introduced a sophisticated mathematical model to explain why
intelligence is necessary but not sufficient for extreme achievement. His emergenicepigenetic model divides human gifts such as creativity, leadership, genius, and
intelligence, into four categories premised on two major distinctions. The first separates
simple gifts (which result from possessing one or few particular genes) from complex
gifts (which depend on having won at the genetic lottery a large number of needed
genes). The second discriminates between additive gifts (if a gift is expressed through
several genes, the gift starts to kick in as soon as at least one of these genes expresses
itself; with time, as new genes start expressing themselves, the amount of that gift
increases in an additive manner) and multiplicative gifts (if a gift depends on a number of
genes operating in concert, the gift will become apparent only after all these genes have
started to express themselves; each gene has a veto power on the expression of the gift).
The combination of the two criteria produces four types of gifts: simple additive (e.g.
visual acuity or height), additive complex (e.g. intelligence), multiplicative simple (e.g.
political acumen), and multiplicative complex (e.g. genius, extreme creativity and
leadership). If additive gifts have a normal distribution and multiplicative simple gifts
have a skewed distribution, multiplicative complex gifts have a loglinear (i.e. extremely
skewed) distribution. In other words, of those 2% individuals with IQ above 130, very
few would have inherited the exact constellation of genes that allows genius to emerge.
Simonton calls his model emergenic-epigenetic to alert us to: (a) the fact that some of the
most cherished gifts are emergenic (i.e. multiplicative; all component genes of a gift need
to be present for the gift to emerge); (b) the fact that very complex types of gifts are
likely to become manifest only in late adolescence and early adulthood (epigenesis;
unfolding in time), which sets limits to the mythology of genius as prodigy; (c) the
counter-intuitive fact that the older we grow the closer we get to fully express our genetic
package (for example, the heritability of both intelligence and personality factors
increases from about 20-40% in childhood, to 40-60% in early adulthood, and to 60-85%
in late adulthood; Petrill, 2005, Deary et al, 2006), and (d) the anxiety-inducing fact that
as we grow older we might actually lose some of our gifts, because of naughty genes with
later-in-life expression, which undermine the initial gifts (e.g. early-onset Alzheimer, or
the onset of schizophrenia in one’s 30ies).
The assessment of the validity of Simonton’s mathematical model needs to be weighted
against the work of those researchers who study profoundly gifted children. Let me pause
to summarise two more recent samples of such work. The first of these is Rogers (1995),
who analyzed 241 children with IQs ranging from 160 to 237 on the Stanford-Binet
Intelligence Scale. She calculated that 99.4% learn rapidly, 99.4% have extensive
vocabulary, 99.3% have excellent memory, 99.3% reason well, 97.9% are curious, 96.1%
are mature for their age, 95.9% have an excellent sense of humor, 93.8% possess a keen
sense of observation, 93.5% show compassion for others, 93.4% demonstrate a vivid
imagination, 93.4% have a long attention span, 92.9% show facility with numbers, 90.3%
are concerned with justice and fairness, 90% were described by their parents as
‘sensitive’, 89.4% have facility with puzzles and legos, 88.4% demonstrate a high energy
level, 88.3% are perfectionist, 85.9% are perseverant in their areas of interest, 84.1%
question authority, 83% like to concentrate on one activity at a time, and 80.3% are avid

readers. In addition, 44% are sensitive to clothing tags and other tactile sensations, a
percentage that gives some vindication to Galton’s (1869) pioneering definition of
intelligence as the product of mental energy and general sensitivity.
The second sample of work on extremely gifted children is Clark (1997), who
synthesised a set of qualitative observations that converge with Rogers’ aforementioned
figures. According to her, the profoundly gifted have an extraordinarily high energy
level, a long concentration span, and an amazing degree of intellectual curiosity, which
expresses itself as a fascination with ideas and words. Their unusual degree of ability to
think abstractly develops early and is expressed by a preference to think in metaphors and
symbols, as well as by their extensive vocabulary. Benefiting from an extraordinary
speed in processing information (for a genetic explanation see Manning, 2007), from a
quick and thorough comprehension of whole ideas or concepts, and from the ability to
learn in an integrative, nonlinear manner, the profoundly gifted learn in great intuitive
leaps. Whilst acutely attentive to details and cherishing precision in thinking and
expression, they also have the unusual ability to grasp essential elements and underlying
patterns in relationships and ideas. Their ability to relate a broad range of ideas and
synthesize commonalties among them, together with the ability to perceive many sides of
an issue, makes them appreciative of complexity and affords them the ease with which
they find myriad alternative meanings in even the most simple matters. They have an
enhanced ability to visualize models and systems, advanced motor skills, extraordinary
memory, as well as an idiosyncratic interpretation of events, matched by their conviction
of the correctness of those interpretations. Although usually argumentative, they actually
demonstrate a high degree of emotional sensitivity and a startling intensity and depth of
feeling, which allows them to empathetically understand other people and their thoughts.
Their need for the world to be fair and the early concern for moral and existential issues
take the expression of highly developed morality.
What is striking in the empirical data of both Rogers (1995) and Clark (1997) is that the
genetic lottery seems to operate under a ‘feast or famine’ rule. The distance these
profoundly gifted children have from their peers is not only in terms of exceptional IQ,
but also in terms of motivation and drive for intellectual endeavours (and see Karolyi &
Winner, 2005). Four observations about these latter concepts are in order. The first of
them is that we do know now that personality factors such as conscientiousness, drive,
motivation, ambition, perfectionism, and zest are at up to 50% under genetic control
(Luciano et al, 2006, Harris, 2006, Penke et al, 2007). The second, Freudian-style
observation, is that, probably because of the recalcitrant illusion of free will (Blackmore,
2006), even academics and experts have a difficult time to let the reality of the partial
genetic determination of the propensity for hard work sink into their worldviews.
Neurologist Elkhonon Goldberg recounts this same shivering insight in the wake of his
participation in an international symposium on the secrets of human accomplishment
(Goldberg, 2005: 16-17; emphasis in original):
The symposium participants agreed that without a special talent there can be no significant
achievement and that the special talent is something one is born with, the biological destiny of the
few…But the other ingredients of extraordinary success, drive and ambition, were “up to the
individual” the speakers maintained one after another, as if the person in question was a Platonic,
extracorporeal entity. When it was my turn to speak, I tried to convey the idea that “drive” and
“the ability to focus on a lofty goal” are also biologically-based attributes, at least in part, and that
one of the reasons people vary in these attributes is because their brains are different. Personality,

I maintained, as I had done in front of various audiences before, is not an extracranial attribute. It
is a product of your brain. My admonition was met with a stone wall of silence…

The third observation is that the gifted children analysed by Clark and Rogers possess
both very high intelligence and very high drive (e.g. 88.3% are perfectionist, 85.9% are
perseverant in their areas of interest). This fact seems to contradict Simonton’s model,
since the vast majority of these very intelligent children (IQ above 160) are noted to be
perseverant and perfectionist as well. If genius is the product of sweat and inspiration,
then the data presented would not support Simonton’s claim for a loglinear (extremely
skewed) distribution of genius.
But here comes the fourth observation: Simonton’s model might be right, after all, if we
remember that (a) he acknowledges the possibility that one’s early gifts can vanish
because of the delayed expression of some nasty genes with later onset, and (b) the other
half of the determination of drive and hard work is not genetic, but environmental
(Harris, 2006; Zhang & Meaney, 2010).
To sum up, we have a puzzle: on one hand, profoundly gifted children seem to be both
very intelligent and very motivated; on the other hand, most children who scored
extremely high on IQ tests do not produce any work of genius – entrepreneurial,
scientific, or otherwise - in their life, limiting their ambition to the achievement of
garden-variety success (i.e. a hefty income and a high status job). The puzzle might be
explained genetically, by invoking the epigenesis of gene expression across the life span
(Zhang & Meaney, 2010), but it might as well be explained by studying the kinds of
worlds in which these children grow up (Huston & Bentley, 2010). It is this second route
that appeals to my geographical instincts.
3. The co-production of places and selves
Murray’s (2003) wide-ranging quantitative analysis of human accomplishment leads to
four insights about the kinds of cultural geographies that foster excellence (cf. Hudson,
1999, Florida, 2002, Barnes, 2004) and trust (Sturgis et al, 2010). The first of them
requires the presence of ‘organising structures’, and refers to the intuitive idea that
growing up in a place rich in works of genius enhances the probability that one will, at
her turn, create works of genius. Time-spaces like Freud’s Vienna or Hemingway’s Paris
spring to mind. It becomes apparent to me that the neurological explanation of this
phenomenon can be grasped by turning upside down the GIGO acronym (“Garbage in,
garbage out”) known to both computer scientists and to authors of meta-analyses. In the
wake of this dislocation, GIGO becomes gIgO (“gems in, gems out”). Creativity is
achieved by more or less random permutations of pre-existing ideas (Simonton, 2003,
2007). If the permutations are done with pre-existing gems, the ensuing results might
have a better chance to be gems themselves. Excellence breeds excellence, mediocrity
breeds mediocrity. And both types of breeding happen in place.
The second insight focuses on the link between creativity, entrepreneurship, and
individualism. Those cultures that are so collectivistic, that the individual is seen as
merely a dutiful member of a family or clan encourage conformity, consensus, respect for
authority, and self-effacement. We have to pause here and remember that we live in times
when cultural relativism reigns. Labeling these behaviors as inferior to the Western value
of individualism is unacceptable and may be plain wrong. But it must be said that
research on the types of attitudes and behaviors that lead to creativity and

entrepreneurship is unequivocal (Gardner, 1993, Simonton, 2003, 2007) in underlying the
fact that dispositions such as rebelliousness, ambition, and self-confidence constitute
necessary ingredients to all creative and entrepreneurial endeavours. To give just one
such piece of scientific evidence, consider Gough (1960), who pioneered the method of
the adjective check list in the study of exceptional talent. By giving to a large sample a
list of 300 descriptor words and asking each individual to check those words that are selfdescriptive, he extracted a constellation of eighteen words that are typical of very creative
individuals. These, are, in alphabetical order: capable, clever, confident, egotistical,
humorous, individualistic, informal, insightful, intelligent, interests wide, inventive,
original, reflective, resourceful, self-confident, sexy, snobbish, and unconventional.
The third insight is about the three transcendental goods of ‘truth’, ‘beauty’, and ‘the
good’. What great creators have in common is a visceral belief in their objective reality
and a reverent commitment to working towards achieving them.
Finally, exceptional human accomplishment occurs especially among those individuals
who have found their place in the universe. If one believes that life has no meaning and
purpose, and one reads enough astrophysics to know that everything will eventually turn
into dust, one will not bother to strive for excellence and lasting contributions.
Meaninglessness and futility dis-place. Meaning and purpose make place (Tuan, 2004,
Sack, 2004). One’s work grows from one’s place (see also Norcliffe, 2005 and
Livingstone, 2005, 2006; Huston & Bentley, 2010).
Murray’s work is congruent with Howard Gardner’s studies of extraordinariness among
humans (Gardner, 1993, 1994, 1997). The latter author shows the same concern with how
one’s work grows from one’s place, but instead of taking an eye-bird view of the cultural
landscape, he proceeds to paint the rich canvass of how particular lives unfold unto
particular places. This geographical phenomenology of human excellence pulls us into
the magic of those places that yielded a Mozart, a Freud, a Gandhi, or a Virginia Wolf. In
his most recent work on the subject, Gardner (1997) reached the conclusion that there are
three practices of excellence and four types of extraordinariness. The first practice that
distinguishes major achievers from lay individuals is the systematic reflection on one’s
personal and professional trajectory, with the goal of learning from mistakes. The second
practice is framing, and refers to the story one tells oneself about one’s failures: if lay
people frequently see failure as fate (bad luck or bad genes), overachievers see failure as
feedback, in line with Nietzsche’s dictum ‘What does not kill me, strengthens me’. The
third practice is leveraging, i.e. learning through experience what are one’s strengths and
one’s weaknesses and arranging one’s goals and activities in such a way so as to
maximise the exercise of one’s strengths and to minimise the potential negative impact of
one’s weaknesses. In light of Gardner’s theory of multiple intelligences, it is easily
observable that all these three practices require a high level of intrapersonal intelligence,
or, in psychoanalytical parlance, a high level of ego strength. Aside from the emphasis on
these three distinctive practices of extraordinary individuals, Gardner insists on the
usefulness of understanding outstanding individuals as particular combinations of four
ideal-types: the master, the inventor, the introspector, and the communicator. The master,
exemplified by Mozart, refers to an individual achieving supreme knowledge and skill
within an already existing domain of expression (e.g. Mozart created first class pieces of
music, but he did not invent new genres of musical expression). What we call an expert in
a field would then be somebody closer to a master, than to a novice. However, not all

experts are masters in the way Gardner proposes the concept – as a descriptor only for
truly outstanding human performance. The second ideal type is the inventor, exemplified
by Freud, and includes those great names that have invented from scratch a new field of
enquiry or a new means of expression (e.g. there was nothing even remotely close to the
psychoanalytical method before Freud’s discovery of the interpretation of dreams, of the
method of free association, and of the couch). The third type of extraordinariness is the
introspector, illustrated by Virginia Wolf, and refers to those writers or scholars who
have enhanced our understanding of human nature by having the rare ability, disposition,
and willingness to descend in the recesses of their own minds and to struggle to make
sense of what it means to be human. Finally, the fourth type is the communicator,
exemplified by Mahatma Gandhi. Communicators are those individuals who have made
history by exploring their uncanny ability to connect to, and to move the masses. At first
it is tempting to equate communicators with leaders, but Gardner cautions that while all
communicators are leaders, not all leaders are communicators. Highly creative
individuals, for example, provide intellectual leadership even if their people’s skills are
anything but honed.
As we have seen, Murray’s quantitative analysis of human accomplishment led him to
infer that one has to find one’s place in the world if one is to achieve excellent
performance. More specifically, he underlined the importance of transcendence, either in
the form of having a religious answer to the question of the purpose of life, or in the form
of subscribing to the strive for the objective values of truth, beauty, and the good. Unlike
him, Gardner endorsed a much less grandiose understanding of what it means to find
one’s place. This humble understanding is premised on engaging one’s surroundings in a
reflective way, by weaving everyday experiences into an ever richer life story, by
extracting patterns from that story, and by positioning oneself in place in a style that
harmonizes one’s strengths with the affordances of that particular setting. That said,
despite the intuitive appeal of the theme of the co-production of place and self, we need
yet another geographical concept as an entry point into the world of human achievement,
as the next section will now make clear.
4. Carving a niche in one’s environment
In 1959, Robert White published ‘Motivation reconsidered: the concept of competence’,
the landmark paper that introduced in the vocabulary of the scientific community the
concept of effectance motivation. The concept summarises the fact that all humans take
great pleasure when they feel in control of their environment, when they master
something and exercise power. This explains the joy of driving a car, the pleasure to
rework one’s paragraph, the satisfaction to achieve even trivial goals, as well as the desire
to become an entrepreneur. Sigmund Freud studied the same problem under the heading
anality (Freud, 1940), and noticed that in the psychodynamic trajectory of the child, the
oral stage is followed by the anal stage (2nd and 3rd year of life). In this latter stage, the
child discovers the pleasure to control one’s bowels and one’s jet of urine and, at a higher
level, becomes dimly aware of his potential power, and hence, of his potential for
independence. More recently, theorists of human evolution (Pinker, 2002; Tooby &
Cosmides, 2005, Dunbar & Barrett, 2007) have made a convincing case that the joy we
derive from mastering our environment has the same origin as the joy we feel when
having sexual intercourse. The joy that summons us in both situations is the signal with

which our genetic code reminds us that these activities are evolutionary adaptive: the
more we control our environment, the longer and better we can live and the more
offspring we can produce. Self-actualisation and consistently excellent performance in
one’s craft derive from the evolutionary adaptive and genetically-wired joy of mastering
one’s environment. The connection between everyday effectance motivation and
extraordinary accomplishment has not gone unnoticed to the great minds of history.
Aristotle’s writings on the concept of eudaimonia (the good life) immediately spring to
mind. Honouring Aristotle’s timely account, John Rawls proposed in his A Theory of
Justice (1973) an Aristotelian principle of human activity that reminds us that (Rawls,
cited in Murray, 2003: 385-386):
Other things equal, human beings enjoy the exercise of their realized capacities (their innate or
trained abilities), and this enjoyment increases the more the capacity is realized, or the greater its
complexity...human beings take more pleasure in doing something as they become more proficient
at it, and of two activities they do equally well, they prefer the one calling on a larger repertoire of
more intricate and subtle discriminations. For example, chess is more complicated and subtle
game than checkers, and algebra is more intricate than elementary arithmetic. Thus the principle
says that someone who can do both generally prefers playing chess to playing checkers, and that
he would rather study algebra than arithmetic.

We need to pause here for a moment and try to see through the implications. I, for one,
see three things. Firstly, this passion and pleasure for attaining ever higher proficiency
and for stretching oneself with challenging activities is also one of the ingredients that
explain Peter’s Principle (Peter & Hull, 1969), which says that people in an organisation
tend to rise to their level of incompetence. What might be good for the individual’s
development might not be quite as good for the quality and quantity of that organisation’s
output, at least in the short-term. Secondly, if all people had the same level of effectance
motivation, then the only two individual factors that would determine the level of one’s
achievement would be natural talent (e.g. intelligence, voice, athleticism) and amount of
experience (all experts are former novices). Thirdly, the psychologists of individual
differences have noticed that although humans possess universal attributes (intelligence,
capacity for language, musical ability, etc), they vary widely in the amount they posses
(Petrill, 2005, Harris, 2006, Park et al, 2007). It therefore appears plausible to infer from
this general observation that overachievers might have not only higher talents and more
experience, but also higher levels of effectance motivation (Nietzsche’s will to power).
To reduce the noise of these uncertainties, we can remind ourselves that Galton (quoted
in Murray, 2003: 93) defined the secret of excellence as ‘the concrete triple event, of
ability combined with zeal and with capacity for hard labour’ and that Lykken (2005:
331) preferred to highlight mental energy and not effectance motivation in his search for
the formula of extreme achievement:
Mental energy (e) – the ability to persist for long periods thinking productively about a problem,
the ability to focus attention, to shut out distractions, to persist in search of a solution – is perhaps
as important as general intelligence (g) in determining both successful performance and
constructive achievement and the product of these two variables g*e, provides the most valid
predictor of success and achievement.

At present, there is a gap in the literature between the concept of mental energy and the
concept of effectance motivation. I hypothesise that effectance motivation stands in

relation to natural talents in the same way a shoe does with a foot. If the foot is big, the
shoe will have to be big. In other words, a person born with exceptional talent for singing
will have a tremendous amount of effectance motivation from singing, but not necessarily
from running or thinking. An extremely intelligent individual will derive immense
amounts of effectance motivation from thinking things through, but not necessarily from
running or singing. If this set of inferences is correct, an individual will be able to foster
high levels of mental energy only on those areas of excellence that truly and passionately
interest her. The singer will be obsessed with improving the variation of her voice, the
extremely intelligent individual will be enraptured by a long and multi-layered set of
inferences, and so on and so forth. Achievement, then, is a function of niche. If we take
Marie Curie in physics, Maria Callas in opera, and Maria Mutola in the 800 m race, it
becomes apparent that none of them would have been able to achieve what the other two
had.
But the problem with niches is that they are not ready made. One has to carve one’s niche
and this takes time. Experts are different from novices in several significant ways
(Phillips et al, 2004, Chi, 2006). They have a wide-span expert working memory, which
enables quick access to the relevant declarative and procedural knowledge in their field
and superior analysis of various problems. Novices, instead, are dependent primarily on
their ability to make sense of new situations and to learn from their mistakes. They do not
posses, yet, a vast repertoire of patterns of actions and have to grapple with problems
through inductive reasoning. Experts ‘have seen it all’ and rely on the so-called expert
deductive reasoning. Apart from wide-span expert working memory and expert deductive
reasoning, people with superior mastery of their field stand out in their ability to quickly
spot anomalies when inspecting a given professional circumstance. They ask more
yielding questions, have a clearer sense of the relevant issues, see to the bottom of things,
and know what to overlook in order to pierce at the heart of a problem. Consider the case
of legendary scientist Enrico Fermi. Jacob Bronowski (quoted in Strogatz, 2002: 114)
portrays him vividly: “He struck me as the cleverest man I had ever set eyes on…he was
compact, small, powerful, penetrating, very sporty, and always with the direction in
which he was going as clear in his mind as if he could see to the very bottom of things”.
Against this backcloth, we can now introduce Wilson’s memorable encounter (quoted by
Shavinina, 2004: 251) with the modus operandi of Fermi’s expert deductive reasoning
and the lessons he learned from it:
I was present at a three-way argument between Rabi, Szilard, and Fermi. Szilard took a position
and mathematically stated it on the blackboard. Rabi disagreed and rearranged the equations to the
form he would accept. All the while Fermi was shaking his head. “You’re both wrong”, he said.
They demanded proof. Smiling a little he shrugged his shoulders as if proof weren’t needed. “My
intuition tells me so”, he said. I had never heard a scientist refer to his intuition, and I expected
Rabi and Szilard to laugh. They didn’t. The man of science, I soon found, works with the
procedures of logic so much more than anyone else that he, more than anyone else, is aware of
logic’s limitations. Beyond logic there is intuition…

As can be learned from this example, when confronted with a problem, experts
immediately match what they see with the relevant pattern of similar problems
encountered in their years of practice and are able to swiftly offer a solution that is of
superior quality. It is worth insisting here on the fact that an expert’s solution is different
from a novice’s solution in three essential ways: (a) it is of better quality; (b) it is arrived

at much faster; and (c) the process of reaching a solution seems effortless, as if relying on
hunches, rather than serious, painstaking thinking. The latter point has been the subject of
significant public misunderstanding, as dubious books like Malcolm Galdwell’s “Blink”
(2005) have reached best seller status and large media coverage. It is not that raw
uneducated intuition is superior to proper, effortful thinking. Quite on the contrary. The
quick intuitive system in humans has lately been labeled system 1 or the hot system and
researchers such as Tversky, Kahneman, and Gilovitch have corroborated the fact that it
produces solutions to problems via a set of heuristics that are very coarse and often lead
to nefarious consequences (for an excellent review of dual systems models of thinking,
see Evans, 2008). Expert deductive reasoning or expert intuition shares with system 1 its
effortless and quick quality of decision-making, but the two processes part company
when the quality and adequacy of the solutions proposed starts to be analysed. Expert
intuition is better conceived of as condensed analytical thinking, as the fruit of years of
solving problems with the help of careful, meticulous reasoning. In other words, human
memory conserves not only facts and events, but also traces of previous lines of thought.
If, for example, in ten years of practice, an expert entrepreneur has to solve two hundred
similar or related problems, the accumulation in memory of the traces of two hundred
lines of problem-solving leads to the formation of a pattern of problem-solving for that
class of entrepreneurial problems. When the problem #201 needs solving, the expert does
not reach a solution from scratch, as if she had never seen that type of problem before.
Instead, after a quick glance, she recognises that problem as a variant of the other two
hundred similar problems she solved before. She sees through the clutter of information
those elements that are defining or essential to that problem, and matches those defining
aspects with the pattern accrued in her brain as she went on to solve her earlier two
hundred similar problems. Standard novice cognition is therefore replaced with superior
expert re-cognition. The ‘new’ is not novel anymore; the expert feels at home in her field,
as she ‘has seen it all before’. Neurologist Elkhonon Goldberg (Goldberg, 2005: 9)
provides the most eloquent description of what it feels like to be an expert that I
encountered in the vast literature on extraordinary achievement:
In my early twenties, I took pride (somewhat flippantly) in being able to follow a lecture on an
arcane topic in advanced mathematics without taking notes, and to pass a test a few months later. I
will not even attempt this feat at my ripe age of fifty-seven. It’s simply too hard! But other things
have become easier. Something rather intriguing is happening in my mind that did not happen in
the past. Frequently, when I am faced with what would appear from the outside to be a challenging
problem, the grinding mental computation is somehow circumvented, rendered, as if by magic,
unnecessary. The solution comes effortlessly, seamlessly, seemingly by itself. What I have lost
with age in my capacity for hard mental work, I seem to have gained in my capacity for
instantaneous, almost unfairly easy insight. And another interesting bit of introspection: as I am
trying to solve a thorny problem, a seemingly distant association often pops up like a deus ex
machina, unrelated at first glance but in the end offering a marvelously effective solution to the
problem at hand. Things that in the past were separate now reveal their connections. This, too,
happens effortlessly, by itself, while I experience myself more as a passive recipient of a mental
windfall than as an active, straining agent of my mental life. I have always strived to reach across
the boundaries of professional and intellectual domains, but now, as this “pop-up” phenomenon is
happening more often, I am finding this “mental magic” productive and incredibly satisfying –
like a kid who finds a hidden cookie jar and helps himself with impunity and glee.

I hope that the entrepreneurs who read this paper will find it worthy to labour towards
excellence, but before they start dreaming about the cookies in the jar, they would be
better off remembering the ten-year rule. Ericsson (2006; see also Ericsson et al, 2009)
provided evidence from various fields of human excellence that it takes at least ten years
of deliberate practice in order to become expert in a given field. He insists especially on
the connotations implied by the term “deliberate”. To become an expert, one needs more
than merely going through the motions of doing one’s job. The essential element that
leads to expertise is the deliberate effort to improve one’s performance each and every
day, by attending to yet more difficult tasks, and by spending considerable time to reflect
on one’s performance. The latter component (encountered earlier in Gardner’s research),
leads to the systematic extraction of the relevant lessons afforded by one’s experience.
Experience unreflected upon is close to useless. It is the willingness and commitment to
learn methodically all that can be learned from one’s mistakes, errors, or triumphs that
pave the way to superior performance.
5. The significance of diverse and vast stores of knowledge
This final step in my geographical account of outstanding entrepreneurial success might
act as a needed counter-part to the previous step. I mentioned there that the essence of
entrepreneurial expertise is carving one’s niche through deliberate practice. The metaphor
of niche, however, has a misleading side to it, because it evokes a mental landscape in
which the idea of narrow specialisation appears as the epitome of niche. And this is to a
large extent wrong. If we evoke again Howard Gardner’s typology of extraordinariness,
the individual who carves for herself a narrow specialisation can aspire to become at most
a master of that specialisation, but never a true innovator. When we speak of innovation
we think about creativity and recent research of the creative process (Simonton, 2003,
2007; Hennessey & Amabile, 2010) found that a prerequisite to creativity is the priming
of one’s mind with extremely unrelated and diverse facts and ideas. But to prime one’s
mind in such as way, one needs to have vast cognitive resources. One needs not only to
master one’s field, but also to have the sheer mental capacity and energy to venture in
areas far away from one’s specialism, to learn quickly about them, and to be able to use
the new information to improve one’s way of thinking and one’s undertaking of one’s
niche (see Bunge, 2006, an example of a mind that moves easily from relativistic
quantum mechanics to political philosophy; or the edited volume dedicated to Herbert
Simon’s legacy by Augier and March, 2004; for business, think of Warren Buffett and
Bill Gates) .
One’s level of entrepreneurial creativity, as well as the broader social significance of
one’s strategic moves are in direct proportion with the size of one’s cognitive territory
(‘how many areas and how far away can she travel from her niche?’), but the size of
one’s cognitive territory is under the tight control of one’s level of the g factor of mental
ability (note that IQ is a rough indicator of g). In a recent overview of advances in the
study of the g factor, Douglas Detterman emphasised that (Detterman, 2005: 5): “It
is…surprising how much a person high in general intelligence knows about even in areas
outside those to which they have devoted themselves”. And he went on to quote a
passage from Francis Galton’s (1869) ‘Hereditary Genius’ that he takes to be the best
description of what intelligence is all about (Galton, quoted in Detterman, 2005: 4-5; note
the appalling sexism and elitism of the time):

People lay too much stress on apparent specialties, thinking over rashly that because a man is
devoted to some pursuit, he could not possibly have succeeded in anything else…A gifted man is
often capricious and fickle before he selects his occupation, but when it has been chosen he
devotes himself to it with a truly passionate ardour. After a man of genius has selected his hobby,
and so adapted himself to it as to seem unfitted for any other occupation in life and to be possessed
of but one special aptitude, I often notice, with admiration, how well he bears himself when
circumstances suddenly thrust him into a strange position. He will display an insight into new
conditions, and a power of dealing with them, with which even his most intimate friends were
unprepared to accredit him. Many a presumptuous fool has mistaken indifference and neglect for
incapacity; and in trying to throw a man of genius on ground where he was unprepared for attack,
has himself received a most severe and unexpected fall. I am sure that no one who has had the
privilege of mixing in the society of the abler men of any great capital…can doubt the existence of
grand human animals, of nature’s pre-eminently noble, of individuals born to be kings of men.

The quote alerts us to our underestimation of the role of intellect because the smartest
persons that we each know seem so embedded in their particular area, that we ascribe
their successes to their passion for that area, and not to the general intellect which has
afforded them excellence in that area (see also Beier et al, 2010).
I have made the connection between creativity and intellect, by noticing how the impact
of the latter on the former is mediated by the size of one’s cognitive territory. But the
connection can be made in an even more straightforward manner, by simply
remembering that creativity is the production of novelty (Hennessey & Amabile, 2010)
and pure, ‘fluid’, intelligence is defined as the ability to deal with novelty (Simandan,
2009). I have also made the connection between the size of one’s cognitive territory and
the likely significance of one’s work, and this connection is counter-intuitive. We have
all been warned of the danger of spreading ourselves too thin. No one wants to be labeled
a dilettante, with shallow and ever-changing interests. The wise thing to do is to choose
one or two areas of focus and to stick to one’s turf. This mythology is built on ignorance
about what intelligence can do. Within every profession, despite the restriction of range
for intelligence, the best individuals are still 3.29 to 10 times more productive and
efficient than the mentally slowest individuals. What one learns in one year, another
learns in ten years, and this happens within the same job (Schmidt, 2002). This means
that the apparent dilettante might know everything that the specialist does and much
more.
There are two distinct reasons for the correlation between the size of one’s cognitive
territory and the likely significance of one’s work. The first reason is the enhanced
likelihood of creativity: other things being equal, a work that brings something new is
more likely to have significance over and above that of a rather redundant contribution.
The second reason is the enhanced likelihood of having a correct reading of reality. If
Susan is born in Iceland and never leaves the country, and Dorothy is born in Iceland and
visits every country in the world, Dorothy’s mental map of the world will be much more
accurate than Susan’s. The above observations dovetail with one of the most beautiful
finding in the history of intelligence research. Thorndike (1924) seized the fact that,
against intuitive wisdom, the altitude of one’s intellect (i.e. the depth of one’s cognitive
penetration of a material) is in direct proportion with the breadth of intellect (i.e. the
cognitive territory: how many and how widely apart things an individual knows). I often
like to think of this finding by drawing a parallel with a quantitative analysis. The quality
of a statistical finding is a function of both the size of the sample (i.e. the breadth of

intellect; how many items are processed determines the reliability and significance of that
analysis) and the power of the methodology applied to the analysis of data (i.e. the
altitude of intellect; the inferential statistics operating on the descriptive statistics).
Having said these, the truly interesting things appear when we look at the concept of
cognitive territory from a relational, place-based perspective (see also Thrift, 1999,
Florida, 2002, Barnes, 2004, Norcliffe, 2005, Massey, 2005, Murdoch, 2006, Jones III et
al, 2007). Geography is essential to the formation of entrepreneurial expertise and
excellence in several ways (Florida, 2002, Barnes, 2004; Thrift, 2006). Thus, from the
point of view of place, how much one learns and how much output one produces depend
on the geographical proximity of people who can profit from learning (cf. Hudson, 1999,
Florida, 2002). A recent study published in Intelligence (Day et al, 2005; see also Jeong
and Chi, 2007) has clarified the interactions between the place of one’s learning and
working and the level of performance attained by those involved. The researchers have
created three types of dyadic teams: HH (composed of two highly intelligent individuals),
HL (composed of one highly intelligent person and one person of relatively low
intelligence), and LL (composed of two persons of relatively low intelligence). The teams
had to work on a project the outcome of which could be easily quantified. As expected,
there was a substantive additive effect to collective performance induced by the level of
intelligence of each team member. HH teams scored on average 2925.17 points, HL
teams scored 1905.28 points, whereas LL teams scored only 1243.80 points. But the
significant finding was that HH teams produced a non-negligible nonadditive effect, i.e.
the total score obtained exceeded the score that could have been predicted from the sum
of the intelligences of the two team members. The nonadditive effect for LL teams was
negligible; for HL teams it was null. I have proposed to name these nonadditive effects
the geographical law of place-induced cognitive emergence (Simandan, 2006; see also
Harrison et al, 2006, and Bunge, 2006, for a treatment of the concept of emergence).
Following closely Day et al’s (2005) empirical findings, let me draw together the threads
that make this research so symptomatic of the geographical determination of outstanding
entrepreneurial performance. Let us think cognition spatially and for the sake of clarity
let us imagine the cognitive capacity of an H individual as being a circular area of 2 sq.m,
and that of an L individual as being a circular area of 1 sq.m. When two L individuals are
working together they can hardly benefit from each other’s company because their two
circular areas tend to extensively overlap, i.e. they both know the same elementary things
(how to open a computer or how to send an email or how to save a document). Because
of the overlap, the sum total of their cognitive surface barely exceeds 1 sq.m (small
additive effect). When two H individuals are put together, their cognitive areas will only
partly overlap, and, more specifically, they will tend to overlap on those elementary
things that everybody (i.e. L individuals) knows. Because they are highly intelligent, they
will know a great deal more than elementary things and because each of them was driven
to learn those issues relevant to their highly specific passions and interests, those nonelementary things they each know will rarely overlap. The sum total of their cognitive
area will be 5 sq.m: 1 sq.m overlap, plus 1 sq.m non-overlapped cognition from each of
them, plus 2 sq.m of place-induced cognitive emergence. The latter component can easily
be understood by grasping the fact that when two partners of an entrepreneurial venture
have both shared knowledge and unique knowledge, they will develop through
interaction in place additional knowledge at the intersection of their two “unique

knowledge” components. Through dialogue and exchange of ideas and skills, they will
not only learn from each other but they will also figure out together new knowledge
emerging from the bits and pieces that each of them brings to the debate. When we put
together a L individual and a H individual, the sum total of their cognitive areas will tend
to be 2 sq.m and not 3 sq.m, because the highly intelligent individual will already know
the elementary things that the L individual can contribute. Place-induced cognitive
emergence is a function of the cognitive ability of those who interact in a particular place.
Day et al’s observations of their research subjects fully support the spatial metaphor of
cognitive surfaces I introduced in the preceding paragraph.
It remains important to underline not only the place-related performance of the teams, but
also how differently L and H individuals can learn from being a part of different places of
interaction. H individuals learn only when paired with other H individuals. When they are
paired with L individuals, there is nothing they can seize from their less gifted partners,
and the total score of the LH team is determined almost completely by the intellectual
level of the H individual. As far as L individuals are concerned, Day et al found that they
learn almost nothing, regardless of whom they are partnering with. If she is in a LL team,
both individuals tend to know the same basic things. If she is in a LH team, she cannot
learn much from the H individual because she does not understand her sophisticated way
of thinking.
If this interpretation is right, then in terms of consequentialist ethics (Darwall, 2002,
Portmore, 2007), the greatest good for the greatest number at the general level of analysis
might be achieved if societies, professions, and institutions would find ways to segregate
the highly gifted from the rest and to put them to work together. This strategy would be
not only undamaging for the learning of L individuals, but it would also be very
favourable for the cognitive growth of the H individuals (who could profit from learning
from one another) and would increase the overall level of trust (Sturgis et al, 2010) and
new knowledge in that society, profession, or institution. The historical effect of these
laws of place-based cognitive interactions has become manifest in distinctive geographies
of excellence that anybody can perceive: the appeal of the Ivy League universities for
both faculty and students in North America, the RAE-induced migration of faculty in the
UK (with the best of the best seeking or being sought by the highest-ranked departments;
for recent developments see Johnston, 2006), the quick promotion of intelligent people
within multinational corporations, the flourishing of creative entrepreneurship in Silicon
Valley, and so on and so forth. Cognitive excellence generates places of excellence
(because, as Leo Rosten noted, ‘First-rate people hire first-rate people; second-rate
people hire third-rate people.’), which in turn enhance the cognitive excellence of their
privileged inhabitants (through what I called place-induced cognitive emergence).
6. Conclusion
Life is short, one’s cognitive capacity limited, and the amount of information in the world
overwhelming (Simandan, 2010). To know if one has the “right” genes for
entrepreneurship one needs to challenge oneself and see if one can handle it. We might
well be (to some extent; Johnson, 2007, Kagan, 2007; Zhang & Meaney, 2010)
genetically determined but we do not know, individually, how. And this type of
uncertainty is pure wealth (Stanovich, 2004). In other words, only by exploring one’s
potentialities against the Clausewitzian frictions of the real world, one can learn the

things one is good at. Genetic expression itself is controlled by geography (Zhang &
Meaney, 2010). It is through geography, through exfoliating ourselves in place, that we
become more of our genes as we grow older (Petrill, 2005, Deary et al, 2006, Flynn,
2007). And hence my present account of geography and interindividual differences as
key explanatory variables of outstanding entrepreneurial success. Whilst it starts by
acknowledging the role of one’s (genetically determined) cognitive distance from the
pack, it then unfolds the story of how we grow in place, of how we find the joy of
mastering our environments, and of how cognitive territories become enhanced through a
relational engagement with like-minded individuals in the phenomenology of space. This
account is novel because it wields a geographical style of thinking that puts the flesh of
deeper spatial understanding on the skeleton of conventional quantitative analyses of
interindividual differences. It is my hope that it will function not only as a catalyst of the
literature on outstanding entrepreneurial performance, but also as a stimulus for those
who strive to get more people to engage on the path of entrepreneurship.
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